


Friday - #FR-ZA-1 Friday - #FR-KO-2 Friday - #FR-EN-3

8 Hours - 8 until 5 - $75 8 Hours - 8 until 5 - $90 8 Hours - 8 until 5 - $79

DESIGNER CHEVRON PROVENDER TRIPLE CROSS SAMPLER

Laura Lee Zanger Karen Kotecki Pati English

12"L x 9"D x 6"H 17"L x 10"W x 12"H 9 1/2"L x 7"D x 7 1/2"H w/o Hndl.

This square reed basket uses the Split herringbone base and quatrefoil Fun techniques include Chase Weave,

Cherokee 1-3-5 twill technique to continuous weave creates 4-petal design. Start/Stop Weave, Overlays, and

create the chevron design. It has a Rolled border. Prior experience with Four Rod Wale on market style 

herringbone base and a unique quatrefoils, cathead, and rolled borders basket with teardrop shaped handle

handle/rim combination. required. Custom oak handle. with braided wrap detail. Emphasis

on color placement and shape.

Color Choices: Gray, Pink, Teal Color Choices Available in Class. Color Choices (Choose One): Navy

Special Tools: Metal Spoke Weight Special Tools: Lots of clips and Blue, Wine, Cocoa Brown, or

and Alligator Clips. Insta-Set glue. Green.

Beginner Class Intermediate Class Intermediate Class

Pre-Order Kit: $65 Pre-Order Kit: $90 Pre-Order Kit: $74

Friday - #FR-MR-6 Friday - #FR-MR-7 Friday - #FR-BU-10

4 Hours - 8 until 12 - $40 4 Hours - 1 until 5 - $40 4 Hours - 8 until 12 Noon - $42

SWIRLED CASCADE COILED GOURD

Debbie Mroczenski Debbie Mroczenski Sandy Bulgrin

10"L x 7"W x 2"H 9 1/2"L x 8"W x 5 1/2"H Gourd Sizes Vary

Wrapped a handle before? Now Unique weaving twist on a swirl Learn to coil with Danish Cord and

wrap a base to begin this round reed wrapped drilled wood base. Learn waxed linen to create a one-of-a-kind

basket on a drilled wood base. how to weave intriquing design that gourd vessel. Add yarn, beads, 

Diagonal weaving and learn to weave takes spokes on journey from the feathers, and dried materials to the

an unusual swirl technique. Fun to base, to the lacey rim, and cascading finished gourd. Each one unique.

weave and a challenge to keep level. on their way back to home base. Gourds will be ready to coil on.

Color will be as shown: Gourd sizes will vary. A variety

Natural Reed of embellishments will be 

available in class.

Beginner / Intermediate Class Beginner / Intermediate Class Beginner Class

Pre-Order Kit: $40 Pre-Order Kit: $40 Pre-Order Kit: Not Available



Friday - #FR-BE-11 Friday - #FR-BA-11 Saturday - #SA-KO-1

6 Hours - 10 until 5 - $70 4 Hours - 1 until 5 - $58 8 Hours - 9 until 6 - $90

PAISLEY MARKET BASKET PEG'S BASKET STYLISH

Becky Bechtel Jennie Baas Karen Kotecki

17 1/2"L x 10"W x 7 1/2"H w/o Hndl. 8 1/2"L x 7 1/2"W x 7"H 7" Diameter x 5"H

Begin with a woven and filled base Using smoked reed for the stakes This reed cathead is highlighted with

and simple start / stop weaving. The on an oval slotted base, multiple a swag of glass beads and a band of

beauty in this large market basket is forms of continuous weaving will be beads as the rim filler. Experience in

the corner detailing added at the used to give this basket distinct visual chase weaving and cathead required.

end. You can choose how large you textures. Accent colors provide Shaping is a challenge with different

want the corner accent to be. a great contrast. techniques for top and bottom.

Color choices of dyed reed for accent Accent Color Choices: Purple, Color as shown in Royal Blue.

weaving will be available in class. Green, Red, or Blue Special Tools: Lots of clips and an

Special Tools: Metal spoke weights helpful. Insta-Set glue.

Beginner / Intermediate Class Beginner / Intermediate Class Advanced Class

Pre-Order Kit: $60 Pre-Order Kit: $42 Pre-Order Kit: $90

Saturday - #SA-MR-3 Saturday - #SA-ZA-4 Saturday - #SA-BE-6

8 Hours - 8 until 6 - $80 8 Hours - 9 until 6 - $75 8 Hours - 9 until 6 - $95

EVERLY LUNA MOTH TRAY CARABELLE GATHERING BASKET

Debbie Mroczenski Laura Lee Zanger Becky Bechtel

9"L x 5 1/2"W x 9"H w/o Handle 11"L x 11"W x 2"H 18"L x 13 1/2"W x 12 1/2"H

Learn to set up a chase weave on Two extra stakes in one direction Carabelle is a BIG basket with BIG

opposite sides of a wood base using allows the diamond design to possibilities. Woven on a 10x15 wood

dyed chair cane spokes. Finish with continue up the sides. Similar twill base and using a twill weave pattern

dynamic 3-stroke braid pattern rim. used by the Chitimacha. The Luna in smoke and natural reeds. Custom

No scarfing or lashing - just a Moth is seen in the center filigrie. artisan made pottery handles are

beautiful rim. the finishing touch. 

Color Choices: Grass Green or Wine Colors as shown in Pale Green / Blue Colors as shown.

Special Tools: Two - 2 liter Special Tools: Metal Spoke Weight Selection of handles to choose from.

bottles with STRAIGHT sides. and Alligator Clips Wood base will be stained & poly'd.

Intermediate Class Advanced Class Beginner / Intermediate Class

Pre-Order Kit: $80 Pre-Order Kit: $65 Partial Kit (Base, Handles, Pattern): $50



Saturday - #SA-EN-7 Saturday - #SA-BU-12

8 Hours - 9 until 6 - $79 8 Hours - 9 until 6 - $60

FOUR LEAF CLOVER TRAY BASKET JOSEPHINE KNOT BASKET

Pati English Sandy Bulgrin

10-13" Diameter x 3"H Approximately 10"L x 7"W

Start with a lucky Four Leaf Clover Start this unique ribbed basket by

base and then techniques of 3 rod making the Josephine knot which

wale, spiral, bi-spokes, 4 rod wale, then forms the handle. You will use

and open wicker weave. With two a variety of weaving materials to

side handles this decorative hanging create a one-of-a-kind and very

basket can serve as a bread basket too. unique basket.

Color Choices (CHOOSE TWO): Color choices as well as a variety of

Cocoa Brown, Green, Navy, reed sizes available in class.

and Wine.

Intermediate Class Beginner Intermediate Class

Pre-Order Kit: $74 Pre-Order Kit:  Not Available

Saturday - #SA-MR-13 Saturday - #SA-ZA-14 Saturday - #SA-KO-15

2 Hours - 7 until 9 (Evening) - $35 2 Hours - 7 until 9 (Evening) - $30 2 Hours - 7 until 9 (Evening) - $35

SUMMERTIME MINI OWL EYE MAT FRIDGE MAGNETS

Debbie Mroczenski Laura Lee Zanger Karen Kotecki

7 1/2"L x 6 1/2"W x 10"H w/Handle 3 1/2"L x 3 1/2"W 2 1/4"L x 2 1/4"W

A sweet little basket that starts with Little mat is made using the Chitimacha Dress up your fridge with these

a swirl covered base and ends with design they call the Cow Eye or Ox Eye. magnets inspired by Native American

an elegant knotted handle with I see Owl Eye too. Made with 3mm weaving patterns. Start with a ceramic

cascade spokes. Basket has a simple Hamburg cane with 19 rows of weaving. tile and weave with dyed and natural

twill weave and beautiful Border is twined with waxed linen. jute with the help of a doll needle.

braided border. Good way to learn twill numbers. Finish by adding a strong magnet.

Color Choices: Violet, Sky Blue, Color choices as shown. Color choices available in class.

Turquoise, Grass Green, Red, Special Tools: Metal Spoke Weight,

or Purple Alligator Clips, & Small Packing Tool.

Beginner / Intermediate Class Intermediate Class Beginner Class

Pre-Order Kit: $35 Pre-Order Kit: $30 Pre-Order Kit: $35



Saturday - #SA-BA-16 Saturday - #SA-BE-17 Saturday - #SA-BU-19

2 Hours - 7 until 9 (Evening) - $45 2 Hours - 7 until 9 (Evening) - $60 2 Hours - 7 until 9 (Evening) - $28

LISA'S CONFETTI BASKET ZELDA RECYCLED BAG HOLDER TREE OF LIFE PENDANT

Jennie Baas Becky Bechtel Sandy Bulgrin

5"L x 3"W x 4 1/2"H 11"L x 6 1/2"D x 11 1/2"H 2" Diameter

Quick and fun little basket woven A geometric pattern for a handy Students will use a wire form to

on wood base and using various basket to store recycled plastic bags. create a frame for the tree and use

continuous weaves. The "confetti" Specific spoke placement and beads for leaves, and fine wire for

comes from the colored stakes weaving pattern creates the design branches, trunk, and roots. A fun 

peeking out of the weaving in the that continues on the back side. project to gift to family and friends…

Match Stick Rim. Leather strap handle for hanging. or just to wear yourself.

Color choices available in class. Colors as shown in smoke and natural. Wire choices of gold, silver, or bronze

Special Tools: Metal spoke weights and a selection of bead colors will

are helpful. be available in class.

Intermediate Class Beginner Intermediate Class Beginner Class

Pre-Order Kit: $25 Pre-Order Kit: $45 Pre-Order Kit: $28

Sunday - #SU-EN-1 Sunday - #SU-KO-2 Sunday - #SU-MR-3

6 Hours - 9 until 4 - $79 6 Hours - 9 until 4 - $60 4 Hours - 9 until 1 - $40

SUNSET OR TRIPLE ARROW CATHEAD RINKO ELLA

Pati English Karen Kotecki Debbie Mroczenski

9" Diameter x 6-8"H (11"H w/Hndl) 10" Diameter x 3"H 7 1/2" Diameter x 4"H

Weave your choice of cathead basket. SUNSET Rinko Ami is a technique introduced by Judith Woven on a wood base with narrow

is continuous weave with 3 rod wale with focal Olney who learned it in Japan. Rinko is a slot. Learn to chase weave with

arrow on Cocoa spokes. TRIPLE ARROWS has twill technique woven in the round without starting weavers on opposite sides.

a fine ash handle and 3 rows of double 3 rod upright spokes. Focus and determination Double dyed chair cane spokes.

wale arrows. Learn hand and finger placement needed. Rinko sits on a foot, woven with Finish with dynamic 3 stroke braid

to weave cathead baskets from start to finish. spiraled center spokes. pattern rim - no scarfing or lashing!

CHOOSE ONE: SUNSET OR TRIPLE ARROWS Judy's pattern is included in kit by permission. Thanks, Judy! Colors as shown.

Choose 2 Colors: Navy, Wine, Color choices available in class.

Turquoise, and Sunset Orange Special Tools: Metal Spoke Weight

Intermediate Class Intermediate Class Intermediate Class

Pre-Order Kit: $74 Pre-Order Kit: $60 Pre-Order Kit: $40



Sunday - #SU-MR-4 Sunday - #SU-ZA-7 Sunday - #SU-BU-9

2 Hours - 2 until 4 - $30 5 Hours - 9 until 3 - $65 6 Hours - 9 until 4 - $42

SPRINGTIME PINEAPPLE WINE BASKET PINE NEEDLE PLAY CABUCHON

Debbie Mroczenski Laura Lee Zanger Sandy Bulgrin

6"L x 5 1/2"W x 9"H w/Handle 6" Diameter x 15"H 3"L x 2 1/2"W - Size May Vary

A sweet little basket that starts with Begins on basic round base made easier Start with a cabuchon and your

a swirl covered base and ends with with special gadget (included). Twining choice of waxed linen thread and 

a lacey cross-wrapped handle. and basic weaving are massaged to curve. learn the art of coiling with long leaf

Basket has a simple Curls are also basic and are the final pine needles. If time allows, this could

twill weave and an elegant weaving to transform the basket into be a small tray. Learn basic stitch,

braided border. a pineapple. Just add wine :o) solid wrap, and shaping the coiling.

Color Choices: Violet, Sky Blue, Colors as shown. Many different shapes and colors of

Turquoise, Grass Green, Red, Material for Bow may vary. cabuchons and waxed linen colors

or Purple Comes with "Welcome" sign. available in class.

Beginner / Intermediate Class Beginner / Intermediate Basket Beginner Class

Pre-Order Kit: $30 Pre-Order Kit: $55 Pre-Order Kit: Not Available

Sunday - #SU-BE-10

5 Hours - 10 until 4 - $68

IRIS COUNTER TRAY

Becky Bechtel

12"L x 9"W x 4 1/2"H

A classic design used on this tray or

counter basket with wood base and

wrought iron end handles. Learn a

nifty trick for chopsticks and how to

achieve straight and even rims.

Twining and sea grass accents.

Colors as shown in Natural, Smoked,

and Black Onyx.

Wood base will be stained and poly'd.

Beginner / Intermediate Class

Pre-Order Kit: $55



When choosing your basket classes, please note the skill level, special tools that may be required, and the time
allowed for each class. Make sure that you are able to meet the class requirements.

Please remember that it is not fair to the instructor or the other students to take a class that is beyond your level
of expertise and that you are not ready to handle.

Note the dimensions of your chosen projects. Many are either smaller or larger than they appear in the photo.

You have COLOR CHOICES on some projects that must be made when making your class selections on the 
Registration Form. Please be sure to make the appropriate selections. If no selection is made, one may be 
assigned for you.

PRE-ORDER KITS: Most classes have a price for pre-ordering kits. You may contact the individual teachers at
their email addresses (noted below under their bio) to order and make payment arrangements. The kits will then
be available for pick up during Marketplace on Friday evening.

I encourage you to visit the teacher's websites. Many have patterns, kits, and/or supplies available for purchase
that can also be delivered to Marketplace for pick up. 

JENNIE BAAS: www.facebook.com/limetreebaskets limetreebaskets@gmail.com
Jennie began weaving in 1992 and began teaching in her hometown of Davenport, Iowa in 1993. After learning
her first basket, she joined the local basket guild in her home community. With them she expanded her skills, both
as a basket weaver and weaving instructor. She has taught at various conventions in Iowa and Illinois and is
currently teaching in Florida. In creating baskets, Jennie operates from the belief that the "items we use in
everyday life should be beautiful, as well as functional".

BECKY BECHTEL: www.brightexpectationsbaskets.com beckybechtel@gmail.com
In comparison to the longevity of the teaching careers of most teachers, Becky is a newcomer to the teaching
circuit. The majority of her basket designs are geared toward the intermediate level weaver. Patterns and 
completed baskets are available on her website and also in her online Etsy shop. Mid-2015, she began a 
newsletter titled "The Reed Reader" which is published monthly. It now has almost 600 subscribers and 
continues to grow. "Weaving in the Sunshine State" is the first basket weaving retreat she has organized and she
is hoping to share her love of all things basketry related and provide a venue to receive instruction from some of
the best instructors available. Thank you so much for being a part of this inaugural event!

SANDY BULGRIN: sbulgrin@mac.com
Sandy has been teaching basket weaving for over 25 years, having started by instructing 4-H children, which she
continues today. Sandy has taught at the University of Wisconsin - Parkside. She enjoys teaching at the museums
in Racine and Kenosha. She has also been a teacher at basket, gourd events, and retreats in Arkansas, Kentucky,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota, Indiana, and on the Carribean
seas during the basket weaving cruise. Sandy is a co-chair for the Basket Weaving Cruise.

PATI ENGLISH: www.BasketsMySpecialty.com glennandpatienglish@gmail.com
Teaching at her studio, museums, guilds, and conventions, Pati enjoys sharing her love of baskets with weavers
of all experience levels. The view out of her studio windows, the Blue Ridge Mountains, is inspiration for her
color combinations in her original designs. She hand dyes all materials for classes and kit orders available on her
website, www.BasketsMySpecialty.com. As S.C. Art Commission Resident Artist and Teacher/Librarian, Pati
dreamed of writing a book. Now available on her website and Book Signing during Marketplace, "Award-Winning
Basket Designs; Techniques and Patterns for All Levels".

Teacher Biographies:

Class Selection Notes & Instruction

http://www.facebook.com/limetreebaskets
mailto:limetreebaskets@gmail.com
http://www.brightexpectationsbaskets.com/
mailto:beckybechtel@gmail.com
mailto:sbulgrin@mac.com
http://www.basketsmyspecialty.com/
mailto:glennandpatienglish@gmail.com


KAREN KOTECKI: kkotecki@lasmilwaukee.com
For 20 years and counting, weaving has been my artistic passion. All materials, all shapes, all sizes, and designs
intrigue me. Baskets have taken me on journeys of culture and history as I research the weaver, the pattern, the
material  or the distinct style of the basket. Baskets have taken me to workshops and conventions like this one,
where I can connect with old friends, meet new ones, and pass along skills in my classes. Paying it forward by
designing and teaching baskets is a privilege. I thank you all.

DEBBIE MROCZENSKI: debmro@wi.rr.com
I started weaving in 1992 at a PTO meeting. I have shared my skills with family and friends and also taught 4-H. 
I have taught at East Troy Basketry in Wisconsin, Canada, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, and Missouri. In 2014
I won first place in the professional / teacher category at the Michigan convention. I enjoy all types of weaving and
find it is a wonderful way to unwind and relax. I am looking forward to meeting and sharing my designs with all of
you.

LAURA LEE ZANGER: www.dreamweaverenterprises.com llzanger@aol.com
Laura Lee has been designing baskets and writing patterns since October 2000. She has been teaching on the
basketry convention circuit since 2002. She enjoys expressing her creativity in Cherokee, Choctaw, Chitimacha,
and Caddo twill designs. She is know for her skill in teaching Southeastern Native American twill techniques.
Laura Lee has also written basketry poems, instructional books, and a novel. Her goal is to enlighten everyone on
the thrill of twill, weaving in the tradition of the single and double wall woven baskets of the Southeastern Indian
Tribes. Laura Lee is working with Caddo Mounds State Historic Site in Alto, Texas where she makes mats and 
baskets for their Interpretive Center and Gift Shop. She also does presentations and teaches weaving for their
special events.

mailto:kkotecki@lasmilwaukee.com
mailto:debmro@wi.rr.com
http://www.dreamweaverenterprises.com/
mailto:llzanger@aol.com

